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Abstract
This study examines the perceptual trade-off between knowledge of a language’s statistical regularities 
and reliance on the acoustic signal during L2 spoken word recognition. We test how early learners 
track and make use of segmental and suprasegmental cues and their relative frequencies during non-
native word recognition. English learners of Mandarin were taught an artificial tonal language in which 
a tone’s informativeness for word identification varied according to neighborhood density. The 
stimuli mimicked Mandarin’s uneven distribution of syllable+tone combinations by varying syllable 
frequency and the probability of particular tones co-occurring with a particular syllable. Use of 
statistical regularities was measured by four-alternative forced-choice judgments and by eye fixations 
to target and competitor symbols. Half of the participants were trained on one speaker, that is, low 
speaker variability while the other half were trained on four speakers. After four days of learning, the 
results confirmed that tones are processed according to their informativeness. Eye movements to 
the newly learned symbols demonstrated that L2 learners use tonal probabilities at an early stage of 
word recognition, regardless of speaker variability. The amount of variability in the signal, however, 
influenced the time course of recovery from incorrect anticipatory looks: participants exposed 
to low speaker variability recovered from incorrect probability-based predictions of tone more 
rapidly than participants exposed to greater variability. These results motivate two conclusions: 
early L2 learners track the distribution of segmental and suprasegmental co-occurrences and make 
predictions accordingly during spoken word recognition; and when the acoustic input is more 
variable because of multi-speaker input, listeners rely more on their knowledge of tone-syllable co-
occurrence frequency distributions and less on the incoming acoustic signal. 
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1 Introduction

Listeners recognize spoken words in their first language (L1) with remarkable efficiency. This is 
primarily accomplished by evaluating the acoustic similarity between the perceived input and 
stored representations (McQueen & Cutler, 2010; McQueen, Cutler, & Norris, 2006; Samuel, 
2011). Because a word’s phonetic form can vary across speakers and contexts, native listeners 
also achieve word recognition by assessing the probability of the signal-to-representation match 
between new acoustic input and stored exemplars, given the known frequency distribution of cues 
for a specific sound category or word (e.g., McMurray, Tanenhaus & Aslin, 2002; Norris & 
McQueen, 2008; Sulpizio & McQueen, 2012; Toscano & McMurray, 2010). A growing body of 
research suggests that this type of predictive, knowledge-based processing is one way in which 
listeners overcome acoustic variability and the lack of invariance in the signal (Clayards, 
Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Jacobs, 2008; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015; Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). L1 
spoken word recognition therefore involves a perceptual trade-off between knowledge of a lan-
guage’s statistical regularities and reliance on the incoming acoustic signal. In this paper, we 
examine to what degree this perceptual trade-off also takes place in adult second language (L2) 
spoken word recognition.

Though the cognitive processes involved in recognizing words in an L2 are presumed to be 
fundamentally the same as those involved in L1 recognition (Weber & Cutler, 2004), listening to 
speech in one’s L2 can be remarkably challenging. L2 input-based processing is often hindered by 
the interference of L1 phonetic and phonological properties (Best, 1995; Best & Tyler, 2007; Flege, 
1995, 1999; So & Best, 2011; Strange, 1995), while L2 knowledge-based processing is limited by 
a lack of L2 exemplars and uncertainty of L2 frequency distributions (Escudero & Boersma, 2004; 
Hayes-Harb, 2007).

Previous research on L2 input-based processing has shown that variability in the acoustic signal 
affects non-native category learning (e.g., Bradlow, Pisoni, Akahane-Yamada, & Tohkura, 1997; 
Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993). For example, Japanese learners struggle to perceive and produce 
/r/ and /l/ English minimal pairs because Japanese has only one phonemic category for liquid con-
sonants: the (post-)alveolar flap /ɾ/ (Goto, 1971; Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991; Aoyama, Flege, 
Guion, Akahane-Yamada, & Yamada, 2004). Japanese learners improve both their perception and 
production of /r/ and /l/ English minimal-pairs by undergoing an extended period of training on 
/r/-/l/ identification with multi-speaker, high variability stimuli (Bradlow et al., 1997; Bradlow, 
Akahane-Yamada, Pisoni, & Tohkura, 1999). Corroborating evidence from a variety of perceptual 
learning studies supports the claim that training on stimuli from multiple speakers better facilitates 
L2 phonemic and word learning than training on low variability stimuli produced by a single 
speaker (e.g., Barcroft & Sommers, 2005; Flege, 1995; Lively et al., 1991; Sadakata & McQueen, 
2013; Sommers & Barcroft, 2007; Wang, Spence, Jongman, & Sereno, 1999).

Acoustic variability, however, is not always beneficial to the listener. While non-contrastive 
phonetic variation (e.g., in indexical cues) can facilitate learning of contrastive dimensions (Rost 
& McMurray, 2010), within-category acoustic variability in contrastive dimensions can increase 
perceptual uncertainty (McMurray, Aslin, Tanenhaus, Spivey, & Subik, 2008; Nixon, van Rij, 
Mok, Baayen & Chen, 2016) resulting in a change in cue weighting (Clayards et al., 2008; Holt & 
Lotto, 2006; Lim & Holt, 2011). For early L2 learners collecting exemplars of non-native sound 
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categories, acoustically varied input may increase perceptual ambiguity (e.g., Nygaard & Pisoni, 
1998; Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994), which results in delayed or inaccurate word recogni-
tion (Ellis, 2011; Kroll, Michael, Tokowicz, & Dufour, 2002). Therefore, when it comes to learning 
to discriminate between different sounds in a particular acoustic dimension, between-category 
variability may help L2 learners form non-native categories, while within-category variability may 
hinder category formation and word learning.

One possible means to overcoming this increased perceptual uncertainty involves a greater reli-
ance on knowledge-based processing. As L2 learners accrue more exemplars, they may begin to 
generalize about the likelihood of the input-representation match. Previous research into L2 
knowledge-based processing has established that learners are sensitive to the relative repetition 
frequency of tokens containing non-native acoustic cues (e.g., Escudero, Benders, & Lipski, 2009; 
Escudero, Benders, & Wanrooij, 2011; Wanrooij, Escudero & Raijmakers, 2013). These distribu-
tional learning studies showed increased categorization accuracy when listeners heard greater 
acoustic distance between tokens instantiating two new speech sound categories in a bimodal dis-
tribution. L2 learners, therefore, track the frequency distributions of non-native cues and may 
increase their reliance on these statistics when faced with highly variable speech and greater per-
ceptual uncertainty.

The challenge in studying the effect of acoustic variability in L2 acquisition, however, stems 
from the fact that speech recognition requires integrating and weighting various multi-dimensional 
cues in order to recognize phonemes, syllables, and words (Idemaru & Holt, 2011, 2014; Toscano 
& McMurray, 2012). For native speakers, the perceptual weighting of co-occurring cues occurs 
rapidly. Evidence comes from Idemaru and Holt (2011), in which voice onset time values that 
distinguish minimal pairs (e.g., beer vs. pier) were crossed with vowel-initial fundamental fre-
quency (F0) values. When the correlation was reversed from the English norm (i.e., higher F0 for 
beer and lower F0 for pier), listeners down-weighted their reliance on F0 for voicing categoriza-
tion after only a few trials of exposure. Idemaru and Holt refer to this as “dimension-based statisti-
cal learning,” to emphasize that listeners not only track the statistical regularities of larger units like 
syllables, morphemes, and words (e.g., Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996), but also the co-occurring 
regularities among the dimensions that define these units.

It is unclear whether and how effectively dimension-based statistical learning of non-native 
cues occurs in L2 speech processing. The present study tests the hypothesis that L2 input with 
greater speaker variability leads to an increased reliance on the statistical learning of co-occurring 
cues. To test this hypothesis, learners of an artificial tonal language were trained on distributions of 
co-occurring segmental cues (i.e., Consonant-Vowel (CV)-syllables) and suprasegmental cues or 
F0 patterns (i.e., tones). Learners were trained with either single-talker input or multi-talker input 
across four consecutive days. If greater acoustic variability triggers more active statistical learning, 
learners who are trained on multi-talker input should show better identification performance based 
on the signal distribution than those who are trained on single-talker input.

1.1 Input-based and knowledge-based processing of Mandarin Chinese

We draw on empirical evidence from Beijing Mandarin Chinese (hereafter, “Mandarin”) to moti-
vate the present study. Mandarin uses four lexical tones, most commonly characterized by their F0 
contours, to distinguish otherwise identical (C)V(C) syllables (Ho, 1976; Howie, 1976; Jongman, 
Wang, Moore, & Sereno, 2006). The F0 contours of the four Mandarin lexical tones can be sum-
marized as: high-level (tone 1), rising (tone 2), low-dipping (tone 3), high-falling (tone 4) (Figure 
1). As an example, the syllable /pan/ can mean “class” with a high-level tone (ban1) or “to handle” 
with a high-falling tone (ban4).
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While the phonetic features of tone are well defined, naturally produced tones vary given the 
context (Fox & Qi, 1990; Shen, 1990; Xu, 1994, 1997) and speaker (Leather, 1983; Lee, Tao & 
Bond, 2009, 2010), and often undergo coarticulation and phonologically induced variation through 
tone sandhi (Gottfried & Suiter, 1997; Shen & Lin, 1991; Xu, 2001). As a result, even native 
Mandarin listeners occasionally struggle to accurately categorize tones, for example, demonstrating 
confusion between tones 2 and 3 (Blicher, Diehl, & Cohen, 1990; Liu & Samuel, 2004, 2007). 

Yet, tone recognition is not based on a syllable’s perceived tune alone. Recent evidence (Wiener 
and Ito, 2015, 2016) indicates that native listeners make use of syllable+tone co-occurrence fre-
quency information during the identification process. An often overlooked feature of Mandarin is 
that only a fifth of the roughly 400 (C)V(C) Mandarin syllables combine with all four tones to form 
words (Duanmu, 2009). Due to the historical evolution of Mandarin tones, the lexicon contains 
syllable+tone gaps (Duanmu, 2007; Wang, 1998). For example, the syllable ban does not co-occur 
with the rising second tone, that is, ban2 is a nonword. Furthermore, syllable+tone combinations 
rarely have an unambiguous 1:1 mapping of sound to meaning (Tan & Perfetti, 1998). The 
syllable+tone combination ban4 can be written with at least nine different orthographic forms (i.e., 
Chinese characters), all with semantically distinct meanings. The the high rate of homophony in 
Mandarin combined with non-word gaps results in a distribution of syllable and tone co-occur-
rences that speakers can track over time and exploit during recognition. Some syllables, like shi 
and fu, frequently occur in speech with all tones possible in the language, while other syllables, like 
zhou and nuan, occur less frequently overall, and then are much more likely to occur with one or 
two of the possible tones. As a result, for high frequency syllables with dense tonal neighborhoods, 
tone is less informative for morpheme identification; syllable+tone combinations like shi4 and fu2 
result in nearly 30 unique homophonous morphemes, which require additional context for accurate 
lexical identification (Chen, Vaid, & Wu, 2009; Packard, 1999, 2000). In contrast, for low fre-
quency syllables with sparse tonal neighborhoods, tone can be highly informative. This is the case 
for the low frequency syllable zhou, which has few homophones and occurs most frequently as 
zhou1.  For some low frequency syllables, tone can be redundant, with acoustic-based processing 

Figure 1. Four Mandarin tones produced in isolation by a native speaker.
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of consonant-vowel sequences alone being sufficient for lexical identification.  For example, the 
syllable nuan must carry tone 3, as nuan1, nuan2 and nuan4 are all nonword gaps. 

In an eye-tracking study (Wiener & Ito, 2015), mono-dialectal Mandarin speakers heard a target 
syllable+tone (e.g., zhou1) while simultaneously viewing four frequency-controlled characters. Of 
interest was the level of competition from the tonal-competitor, which shared the same syllable but 
differed in tone (e.g., zhou2). The competitor carried either the more or less probable tone for the 
target syllable (based on the spoken corpora, see Cai & Brysbaert, 2010). When hearing low fre-
quency syllables with high probability tones, participants looked to the target fastest and mouse-
clicked on its character fastest. When hearing low frequency syllables with low probability tones, 
participants looked to and clicked on the target slowest. This delay was due to participants’ initial 
gazes to the character containing the more probable tone. These anticipatory looks to low fre-
quency syllables with high probability tones began roughly 300 ms after the syllable onset and 
lasted until 700 ms, at which point listeners recovered from their incorrect predictions and looked 
to the intended (less probable) target. No effect of tonal probability on click reaction time or eye 
fixations was found for the high frequency syllables. Wiener and Ito (2015) therefore concluded 
that tone is less informative for high frequency syllables, which typically require additional context 
for lexical identification (e.g., Li, Shu, Yip, Zhang, & Tang, 2002; Li & Yip, 1998).

In a follow-up gating study (Wiener & Ito, 2016), native Mandarin speakers demonstrated 
knowledge-based processing for infrequent syllables even with minimal acoustic input and no 
visual cues. After hearing a syllable’s onset and only 40 ms of the vowel, participants reported the 
most probable tone for the perceived infrequent syllable, even if the reported tone was acoustically 
dissimilar to the truncated stimuli. Once again, this effect was only observed for low frequency 
syllables, that is, syllables appearing with fewer homophones and in sparse tonal neighborhoods, 
confirming that native listeners draw on stored distributional knowledge of syllable+tone co-
occurrences when it is most informative for lexical identification. Thus, the effect of syllable-spe-
cific tonal probabilities is robust and observable in both implicit eye movement measures and more 
metalinguistic gating responses to single-speaker input (see also Shuai and Malins, 2017 for 
TRACE simulations). Because higher speaker variability is known to evoke greater perceptual 
uncertainty and thus trigger more frequency-based generalizations (e.g., Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 
2016), multi-speaker stimuli may lead to stronger predictions based on tonal probabilities.

These knowledge-based predictions could improve L2 learners’ recognition of speech as non-
tonal L1 speakers have difficulty acquiring and categorizing L2 lexical tone (e.g., Hallé, Chang, & 
Best, 2004; Hao, 2012; Leather, 1983; Wang, Jongman, & Sereno, 2003; Wang et al., 1999; 
Wayland & Guion, 2004; Wong & Perrachione, 2007). Although some modern Chinese pedagogy 
curricula call for exposing learners to different instructors throughout a semester/term (e.g., Walker, 
1989), studies report that L2 learners struggle with pitch range variability coming from multiple 
speakers (Lee, Tao & Bond, 2009; Wang, Jongman, & Sereno, 2006), noise in the signal (Gottfried 
& Suiter, 1997; Lee, Tao, & Bond, 2010, 2013), and varying sentence position (Broselow, Hurtig, 
& Ringen, 1987). Thus, clarifying the effect of multi-talker input and its role in statistical learning 
bears a pedagogical implication.

Recent work by Ong, Burnham and Escudero (2015) suggests that non-native listeners can 
improve their categorization of lexical tones through statistical learning. Ong et al. trained native 
English listeners on either a unimodal distribution or a bimodal distribution of Thai tones. Learners 
trained on the bimodal distribution outperformed learners trained on the unimodal distribution in a 
discrimination test, but only if auditory attention to the speech signal was encouraged in the train-
ing phase. The authors conclude that in order to track tone distribution, learners must first be aware 
of its role in expressing lexical contrast.
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Although Ong et al.’s finding suggests that learners can track tonal distributions on a single CV 
syllable, the offline ABX discrimination task they used did not require lexical knowledge and did 
not address the time-course of word identification that occurs as listeners combine acoustic input 
with learned statistical distributions of syllable and tone. 

The present study examines the dimension-based statistical learning of syllable+tone co-occur-
rences for L2 word recognition. We train L2 learners of Mandarin on an artificial tonal language 
designed to mimic Mandarin’s syllable+tone distribution. We use eye tracking as the measure of 
online signal processing during L2 word recognition, and train and test learners on speech input 
from either one speaker (low variability) or four speakers (high variability). We look for evidence 
of knowledge-based tone processing in the form of initial eye fixations to more probable on-screen 
targets prior to disambiguating acoustic information. We also examine whether learners’ looks to 
more probable on-screen targets increase when hearing speech from multiple speakers. This will 
serve as evidence that greater speaker variability in L2 input leads to greater initial perceptual 
uncertainty, which is resolved through more predictive eye movements based on learned 
syllable+tone co-occurrence distributions.

2 Experiment

To test the interaction between speaker variability and the use of statistical knowledge during word 
recognition while controlling for participants’ experience with the language, the present study uses 
an artificial tonal language modeled after Mandarin. An artificial language is often used to control 
certain distributional properties, such as frequency of signal occurrence, and enables an examina-
tion of language acquisition in a reduced amount of time, (e.g., Caldwell-Harris, Lancaster, Ladd, 
Dediu, & Christiansen, 2015; Creel, Aslin & Tanenhaus, 2006; Creel, Tanenhaus & Aslin, 2006; 
Gomez & Gerken, 2000; Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Dahan, 2003; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 
1996). Using an artificial language that mimics the segmental and suprasegmental features of 
Mandarin, we explore how a Mandarin-like tonal language is acquired and processed by speakers 
of a non-tonal L1. Previous behavioral studies have demonstrated that native English speakers are 
able to effectively learn small, closed sets of real and artificial Mandarin-like words paired with 
images (Chandrasekaran, Sampath & Wong, 2010; Perrachione, Lee, Ha, & Wong, 2011; Wong & 
Perrachione, 2007). The present study expands on these previous studies by teaching participants 
a larger set of syllable+tone combinations, with each combination paired with one or more unique 
visual nonce symbols. To better facilitate word learning, participants were trained over four con-
secutive days.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants. Forty native English speakers learning Mandarin as a second language partici-
pated in the study (19 female; 21 male; mean age 21). All participants passed first-year Mandarin 
at The Ohio State University with a “B” grade or higher and had completed 140 in-class hours, as 
well as an estimated 140 outside self-study hours. All participants were enrolled in second-year 
Mandarin classes at the time of testing. Participants also completed a language background ques-
tionnaire, which asked learners to self-rate their Mandarin L2 abilities on a four-point Likert scale 
(1: beginner; 4: fluent): speaking (M = 2.1; SD = 0.5); listening (M = 2.1; SD = 0.6). All partici-
pants were paid for their participation.

2.1.2 Materials. Twenty-four CV syllables were built from eight Mandarin onsets: /p, ph, f, k, kh, 
m, ts, ɹ/; three monophthongs: /a, i, ə/; and three diphthongs: /ia, iu, ai/. (See the Supplementary 
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Material for the full stimuli set.) All syllables were considered “phonotactic accidental gaps” 
(Wang, 1998). These syllables did not violate Mandarin phonotactics, were easily produced by 
native Mandarin speakers, but were non- existing Mandarin morphemes (i.e., similar to the English 
nonce word blick). Although up to 48 unique syllables could be created from this segmental inven-
tory, only 24 unique syllable types were used to incorporate syllable gaps within the artificial lan-
guage to match those found in Mandarin (Duanmu, 2007, 2009). The stimuli set included two rare 
Mandarin syllables: /ka/ and /mə/.1

Each of the 24 syllables was paired with one, two, three, or all four tones (tones were directly 
comparable to those of Mandarin, see Figure 1). Though this maximally yields 96 unique 
syllable+tone combinations, only 82 combinations were used (i.e., 14 possible combinations were 
syllable+tone gaps). This ensured roughly the same percentage of syllable+tone gaps as that in the 
Mandarin lexicon—23% (Duanmu, 2007; Myers, 2002, 2010; Wang, 1998). Additionally, to mimic 
the proportion of homophony in Mandarin, 16 of the 82 syllable+tone combinations appeared with 
tonal homophones. For example, the syllable+tone combination pe2 occurred with four homo-
phones, resulting in five pe2 nonce words in the artificial language. In contrast, no homophones 
were created for the syllable+tone combination pe1. In total, there were 130 nonce words of which 
roughly half (66/130) had no homophones (e.g., pe1) while the other half (64/130) had at least one 
homophone (e.g., pe2). Each of the 130 nonce words was then given a unique symbol. Thus, as in 
Mandarin, certain syllable+tone combinations resulted in numerous homophones disambiguated 
only through the orthography (analogous to English “to,” “two” and “too”). Figure 2 shows an 
example of five nonce symbols, all sharing the same syllable+tone combination pe2.

Of these 130 items, 64 served as the test items (16 syllables and their corresponding four 
syllable+tone combinations, such as pe1, pe2, pe3, and pe4) while the other 66 served as filler 
items. Within the test items, two factors—syllable frequency and tonal probability—were crossed 
to create four within-subject test conditions. Syllable frequency was manipulated by varying the 
number of tokens of particular CV sequences participants were exposed to. Within the 64 test 
items, 32 items had high syllable frequency (F+), while 32 items had low syllable frequency (F−). 
For example, participants were exposed to the F+ syllable pe with all four tones as pe1, pe2, pe3, 
and pe4 (along with the four other pe2 homophones) for a total of 28 pe exemplars per training day. 
Participants were exposed to F− syllables at just over half that rate. For instance, participants heard 
fe1, fe2, fe3, and fe4 (along with two other fe3 homophones) for a total of 16 exemplars per day. 
This resulted in a F+ to F− syllable frequency ratio of 7:4, roughly approximating Wiener and Ito’s 
(2015) calculations.

Tonal probabilities were assigned by coupling each syllable in the test items with one tone as 
the most probable (P+) and another tone as the least probable (P−). This resulted in four test con-
ditions: F+P+, F+P−, F−P+, and F−P−. Following Wiener and Ito, the P+ tone occurred in at least 
half of the spoken tokens for a given syllable. For example, each day, 14 of the 28 pe exemplars 
carried the second tone as pe2 making that syllable+tone combination a high frequency, high 
probability (F+P+) target. Only four of the 28 pe exemplars carried the fourth tone as pe4, making 
that syllable+tone combination a high frequency low probability (F+P−) target. The other two pe 
items—pe1 and pe3—each appeared five times. The same P+/P− manipulation occurred for low 

Figure 2. Black and white nonce symbols for pe2.
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frequency items: fe3 served as the F−P+ target (8/16 exemplars heard as fe3), fe1 served as the 
F−P− target (2/16 exemplars), while fe2 and fe4 each appeared three times. To match the occur-
rence of target symbols across the four conditions, tonal probabilities were manipulated only by 
increasing or decreasing exposure to filler homophones. High frequency syllables with the high 
probability tone were presented with five homophones, while low frequency syllables with the 
high probability tone were presented with three homophones. For example, pe2 was presented 14 
total times as the P+ tone. Of the 14 presentations, 10 occurred using the four right-most nonce 
symbols in Figure 2, that is, the non-test homophone symbols. By repeatedly showing these four 
symbols, the probability of the syllable pe appearing with tone 2 greatly increased. The left-most 
nonce symbol in Figure 2 served as the test item and appeared exactly the same number of times 
as the symbol for the low probability tone (P−) pe4. The same homophone manipulation occurred 
for low frequency syllables: fe3 appeared six times using the two fe3 homophone nonce symbols 
and two times with the test item symbol. The P− symbol for fe1 appeared two times, as well, 
resulting in equal P+/P− target symbol occurrence. Thus, the test items’ P+ and P− visual symbols 
appeared the same number of times while the auditory occurrence of certain tones with that syl-
lable varied through manipulation of filler homophone symbols. Importantly, tones 2 and 3 were 
not paired as a syllable’s P+/P− duo because they are perceptually confusable for both native and 
non-native listeners.2 As a result of avoiding this pair, the artificial language contained the fourth 
tone as the most frequent tone (28% of all exemplars), followed by the first tone (25%), the sec-
ond tone (24%), with the third tone as the least frequent tone (23%)—a pattern nearly identical to 
that of spoken Mandarin (Duanmu, 2007, 2009). For the 64 test items, however, all four tones 
occurred 16 times.

All auditory stimuli were digitally recorded by four (two female and two male) native Mandarin 
speakers at 16 bits/44,100 Hz. Two additional native speakers from Beijing China correctly identi-
fied the pronunciation of the syllables and tones with 100% agreement. Acoustic analysis of the 
tones showed previously demonstrated temporal differences, such that tones 2 and 3 were longer 
than tones 1 and 4 (Moore & Jongman, 1997; Repp & Lin, 1990; Zee, 1980). Statistically, the mean 
duration of each tone type did not differ across the four speakers: tone 1, F(3,96) = 0.166, p = 0.69; 
tone 2, F(3,96) = 0.825, p = 0.37; tone 3, F(3,96) = 3.28, p = 0.08; tone 4, F(3,96) = 0.114, p = 0.73.

2.1.3 Design and procedure. Participants came to the laboratory for 30-minute sessions on four 
consecutive days. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of two lists that counterbalanced 
the tonal probability for each item. For example, in list one, tone 2 was the most probable tone (P+) 
for pe, while in list two it was the least probable tone (P−) for pe. Daily training and testing con-
sisted of four tasks in the same order each day.

Participants began with (1) a passive listening task in which a nonce symbol was presented on 
a computer monitor while its audio label was simultaneously presented over headphones. 
Participants were instructed to memorize the symbol–audio pair and then mouse click on the 
symbol at their own pace to advance to the next item (131 trials). Participants next performed (2) 
a speech shadowing task in which a symbol–audio pair was presented and then participants 
repeated aloud the CV+tone of the symbol as accurately as possible (131 trials). Next, participants 
completed (3) a symbol naming task in which a symbol appeared on the screen and participants 
were asked to name its audio label learned in the previous listening and shadowing tasks. 
Participants were told explicitly to guess a label, even if they were unsure. After producing a 
label, participants were told to click the mouse to hear the correct audio label and then click again 
to advance to the next trial. Only the 64 test items were presented in the naming task, that is, no 
homophones or other fillers.
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After completing the first three tasks in a sound-attenuated booth, participants were seated in 
front of a computer monitor to complete the final task (4): four-alternative forced-choice (4AFC) 
symbol identification with eye-tracking (with feedback). In the 4AFC task, which is the focus of 
the present study, four symbols were presented simultaneously as participants heard the target 
symbol’s audio label over headphones. Participants were told to click on the symbol that matched 
what they heard. During the 4AFC task, participants’ eye movements were continuously recorded 
at 50 Hz using the Tobii 1750 system. During each trial, participants fixated upon the center of the 
screen during the carrier phrase “I will say…” (“wo3 yao4 shuo1” spoken in Mandarin), followed 
by the simultaneous presentation of the symbol and the auditory syllable+tone combination. After 
clicking, a red box appeared around the correct target symbol so that feedback could guide learn-
ing. There were 48 total trials (32 filler and 16 target trials with four trials per experimental condi-
tion) with a 2 second inter-trial interval. Target trial visual displays showed the target and three 
other trained test items: a tonal competitor, a rhyme competitor, and a distractor. Figure 3 shows a 
sample trial slide with pe2 (P+) as the target (bottom right). The three other visual candidates were 
a tonal competitor, which shared the same syllable but had the opposite tonal probability (e.g., pe4; 
bottom left), a rhyme competitor, which shared the same vowel and tone but had a different onset 
(e.g., fe2; top left), and a distractor, which had a unique syllable and tone (e.g., riu1; top right). The 
positions of the target and competitors were counterbalanced within each testing session and across 
all four days of testing. Each day different distractor syllables were used on target trials in addition 
to wholly new filler trials. This resulted in 192 unique slides across all four days of testing.

To manipulate speaker variability, half of the participants were trained and tested on only one 
female speaker (low variability condition: V−). In this V− condition, participants heard the same 
speaker during all four tasks, thus the 4AFC testing consisted of a familiar syllable+tone exemplar 
spoken by a familiar speaker. The other half of the participants were trained and tested on four dif-
ferent speakers (high variability condition: V+). In this V+ condition, the 4AFC testing consisted 
of a familiar syllable+tone learned in the first three tasks but spoken for the first time by a particu-
lar talker. For example, participants heard pe2 in the first three tasks spoken by male speaker one, 
but were then tested on female speaker two’s production of pe2 in the 4AFC task. Thus, each day, 
participants heard all four speakers producing different syllable+tones across all four tasks, but 
testing in the 4AFC task involved hearing each speaker produce a particular syllable+tone combi-
nation for the first time. Participants in the V− condition (M = 2.1, SD = 0.6) did not differ in their 
self-rated Mandarin speaking abilities from those in the V+ condition (M = 2.2, SD = 0.2); t(38) = 0.83, 
p = 0.40. Similarly, V− participants (M = 2.1, SD = 0.6) did not differ from V+ participants (M = 2.2, 
SD = 0.5) in their self-rated Mandarin listening abilities; t(38) = 1.01, p = 0.31.

Figure 3. Example of 4AFC display for pe2.
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We calculated 4AFC mouse-click accuracy as an offline measure of acoustic-based processing 
accuracy; learning to correctly perceive tonal contrasts must largely depend upon correct categori-
zation of phonetic cues. Following Wiener and Ito’s (2015) findings, knowledge-based processing 
will primarily be captured through participants’ online eye movements within the first 1000 ms. We 
test whether the two-way interaction between syllable frequency and tonal probability reported in 
Wiener and Ito (2015, 2016) can be replicated in L2 learners of an artificial tonal language. In 
particular, we test whether low frequency syllables with high probability tones (F−P+) show the 
least amount of competition from the tonal competitor, and whether the same low frequency syl-
lables with low probability tones (F−P−) exhibit the greatest amount of competition to the more 
probable tonal competitor. If speaker variability enhances the usage of tonal probabilities during 
word recognition, high variability (V+) input should lead to less certainty in acoustic-based pro-
cessing and a greater reliance on probability-based processing. Therefore we expect participants in 
the V+ condition to show more erroneous looks to competitors with high probability tones, a 
greater number of probability-based mistakes on the more probable tonal-competitor, and slower 
recovery of looks to the intended (but less probable) target. This should be confirmed with a two-
way interaction between speaker variability and tonal probability or a three-way interaction 
between speaker variability, syllable frequency, and tonal probability.

3 Results

3.1 Mouse click accuracy

Three participants (one from low variability; two from high variability) were removed from all 
subsequent analysis due to at-chance identification on day four. Figure 4 shows the remaining 37 
participants’ overall mean 4AFC mouse click accuracy for the low variability (V−) and high vari-
ability (V+) conditions across the four days of testing. Both groups demonstrated above chance 
(.25) performance on the first day followed by consistent daily improvement. By the fourth day, 
participants’ accuracy was nearly identical across variability conditions: .61 (V−), .60 (V+). Day 

Figure 4. Mean 4AFC mouse click accuracy (with standard error (SE)).
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four incorrect mouse clicks consisted almost entirely of tonal competitor mistakes; distractor and 
rhyme mistakes were below 7% for both groups.

Figure 5 shows the mean accuracy for each of the four conditions (CV frequency × tonal prob-
ability) on Day 4. For high frequency syllables (F+), participants in the V− and V+ conditions 
identified the intended target with similar accuracy. Likewise, participants made roughly the same 
proportion of competitor mistakes for high frequency syllables with high probability tones (F+P+) 
V+: .33; V−: .28; as they did for high frequency syllables with low probability tones (F+P−) V+: 
.32; V−: .29.

For the low frequency syllables (F−), however, a difference between the variability conditions 
emerged. Participants exposed to high variability (V+) input identified the low frequency, high 
probability (F−P+) target with the highest overall accuracy (.68) and the corresponding low prob-
ability (F−P−) target with the lowest overall accuracy (.46). Participants who heard only a single 
voice (V− condition) responded with nearly equal accuracy, irrespective of tonal probability 
(F−P+: .58; F−P−: .57). This asymmetry was reflected in incorrect mouse clicks on the tonal com-
petitor. V− participants made nearly the same proportion of tonal mistakes (F−P+: .35; F−P−: .38), 
while V+ participants made far fewer mistakes when the low frequency syllable appeared with the 
high probability tone (F−P+: .25) than when it appeared with the low probability tone (F−P−: .46).

Day 4 mouse click accuracy results were analyzed using mixed-effects logistic regression mod-
els with the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) in R (version 3.3.1; R Core 
Team, 2016). Syllable frequency, tonal probability and speaker variability were treated as sum 
coded factors. Model fit including selection of predictors (and their interactions), random effects 
structure, and p-values were based on the χ2-test of the change in deviance between the models 
with and without the effect of interest. The resulting model contained main effects and two-way 
interactions alone. The optimal random effects structure contained subject and item intercepts, by-
subject random slopes for syllable frequency and tonal probability, and by-item random slopes for 
speaker variability (Table 1). A marginal two-way interaction between tonal probability and 
speaker variability was found. Subset analysis indicated that this two-way interaction was restricted 
to the low frequency syllables in which the high variability group more accurately identified F−P+ 

Figure 5. Day 4 mean 4AFC proportion correct (with SE).
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targets and less accurately identified F−P− targets (β = 0.70, SE = 0.28, Z = 2.51, p < 0.05); the low 
variability group showed no such difference in accuracy.

Thus, Day 4 mouse click accuracy results indicated that L2-tonal learners exposed to high vari-
ability input relied on syllable-conditioned tonal probabilities to choose the symbol for low fre-
quency syllables. Participants in the low variability condition did not demonstrate the same 
probability-based processing in their mouse clicks; V− participants ostensibly relied less on prob-
ability-based processing since acoustic-based processing involved recognition of a familiar 
speaker with little variability. We next turn to eye movements to explore whether participants 
demonstrated anticipatory looks to the more probable competitor at an early stage of word 
recognition.

3.2 Eye fixations

Figure 6 plots the smoothed3 grand mean fixations across all correct trials on all four days, for each 
variability group. Both variability groups showed the same overall pattern in which the tonal com-
petitor attracted more looks than the rhyme and distractor.

Table 1. Model output from the logistic mixed effects model predicting accuracy.

β SE z p

(Intercept) 0.527 0.15 3.45 0.001
Syllable frequency 0.237 0.22 1.07 0.28
Tonal probability 0.367 0.22 1.63 0.10
Speaker variability 0.089 0.29 0.30 0.75
Frequency: probability –0.567 0.44 –1.28 0.19
Frequency: variability –0.104 0.41 –0.25 0.79
Probability: variability 0.861 0.43 1.96 0.05

Figure 6. Smoothed grand mean fixation proportions from the onset of the target word across four days.
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Figure 7 plots the smoothed Day 4 fixations to the target and tonal competitor for each condition 
from the target onset until looks to the tonal competitor peaked at approximately 1100 ms. For high 
frequency syllables (F+), participants in both variability conditions looked to the target and tonal 
competitor at comparable rates during the first 1100 ms, regardless of tonal probability. For low 
frequency syllables, both groups showed minimal competition of the tonal competitor (i.e., earlier 
and greater divergences between the target and the tonal competitor) in the low frequency, high 
probability (F−P+) condition and greater competition of the tonal competitor in the low frequency, 
low probability (F−P−) condition. In both groups, fixations to the more probable tonal competitor 
were greater than fixations to the target from 300 ms until roughly 800 ms for low frequency syl-
lables with low probability tones (F−P−).

To compare looks to the target across conditions, the empirical logit (elogit) and the associ-
ated weights were calculated at 200 ms time intervals for each trial (Barr, Gann, & Pierce, 
2011). Since roughly 200 ms is required to plan and execute an eye movement (Matin, Shao, & 
Boff, 1993), and since Figure 6 showed a divergence of segmental cohorts (target and competi-
tor) from the distractors (rhyme and unrelated) at approximately 300 ms from the stimulus 
onset, the first analysis was set from 300–500 ms with the last analysis set at 900–1100 ms, at 
which point looks to the tonal competitor reached their peak. Mixed-effects models testing the 
fixation likelihood for the target were built with the abovementioned sum coding scheme. 
Inclusion of predictors (and their interactions) in the model, random effects structure, and 
p-values were based on the χ2–test of the change in deviance between the models with and 
without the effect of interest. The resulting models contained main effects and two-way interac-
tions only. The optimal random effects structure contained subject and item intercepts, by-
subject random slopes for syllable frequency and tonal probability, and by-item random slopes 
for speaker variability (Table 2).

From 300 ms to 500 ms, a main effect of speaker variability was found, χ2(1) = 7.06, p < .01: 
participants in the low variability V− condition looked to the target at a higher proportion than 
participants in the high variability V+ condition. Subset analyses indicated that this effect of vari-
ability was an aggregate effect and did not stem from a single condition.

Figure 7. Smoothed day 4 fixations by condition and variability (0–1100 ms).
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From 500 ms to 700 ms, a two-way interaction between syllable frequency and tonal probability 
was found, χ2(1) = 4.57, p < .05: participants’ looks to the low frequency, high probability (F−P+) 
target were significantly higher than looks to the low frequency, low probability (F−P−) target. 
Subset analyses for each variability condition confirmed this two-way interaction for low 
frequency syllables only: V− condition (β = −1.81, SE = 0.76, t = −2.36, p < 0.05); V+ condition 
(β = −0.98, SE = 0.36, t = −2.72, p < 0.01).

From 700 ms to 900 ms, a two-way interaction between tonal probability and speaker variability 
was found, χ2(1) = 4.55, p < .05: subset analyses indicated that participants in the V− condition 
looked to low probability (P−) targets at a greater proportion than participants in the V+ condition 
(β = 0.97, SE = 0.42, t = 2.29, p < 0.05).

From 900 ms to 1100 ms, no effects of the factors or their interactions were found.
To test whether the reduction in looks to the target was due to participants looking to the more 

probable tonal competitor, the weighted elogit of the tonal competitor was analyzed (Table 3). 
From 500 ms to 700 ms, a two-way interaction between syllable frequency and tonal probability 
was found, χ2(1) = 7.32, p < .01, as well as a marginal main effect of tonal probability. χ2(1) = 3.48, 
p = .05. Subset analyses of the low frequency syllables confirmed that, for each variability condi-
tion, participants looked to the high probability P+ tonal competitor at a greater proportion than the 
corresponding low probability P− tonal competitor: V− condition (β = −0.98, SE = 0.36, t = −2.72, 
p < 0.01); V+ condition (β = 1.74, SE = 0.56, t = 3.06, p < 0.01). From 700 ms to 900 ms, a main 
effect of speaker variability was found, χ2(1) = 12.05, p < .001, indicating V+ participants looked 

Table 2. Model output from the weighted mixed effects models on target fixations.

Time β SE t

300–500 ms  
 (Intercept) –1.832 0.27 –6.74
 Syllable frequency –0.296 0.54 –0.54
 Tonal probability –0.376 0.25 –1.48
 Speaker variability 0.608 0.21 2.76
 Frequency: probability –0.063 0.44 –0.14
 Frequency: variability 0.128 0.46 0.27
 Probability: variability –0.326 0.50 –0.64
500–700 ms  
 (Intercept) –1.498 0.20 –7.16
 Syllable frequency 0.382 0.43 –0.87
 Tonal probability –0.465 0.29 –1.59
 Speaker variability 0.350 0.26 1.30
 Frequency: probability –1.108 0.51 –2.13
 Frequency: variability 0.318 0.59 0.53
 Probability: variability –1.033 0.58 –1.78
700–900 ms  
 (Intercept) –0.447 0.12 –3.61
 Syllable frequency 0.196 0.24 0.79
 Tonal probability 0.019 0.20 0.09
 Speaker variability –0.004 0.20 –0.02
 Frequency: probability 0.252 0.40 0.61
 Frequency: variability –0.455 0.40 –1.12
 Probability: variability 0.898 0.41 2.22
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to the tonal competitor at a higher proportion than V− participants. Subset analyses indicated that 
this was an aggregate effect and did not stem from a single condition.

To summarize, from 300 ms to 500 ms, participants exposed to high speaker variability initially 
demonstrated less certainty about the incoming acoustic signal irrespective of syllable frequency 
or tonal probability. From 500 ms to 700 ms, participants in both variability conditions demon-
strated the expected two-way interaction between syllable frequency and tonal probability. 
Participants looked to the low frequency, high probability F−P+ target at a higher proportion than 
the corresponding low frequency, low probability F−P− target. The reduction in looks to the F−P− 
target was due to participants looking first to the more probable F−P+ tonal competitor despite the 
incongruent acoustic signal. In the following window from 700 ms to 900 ms, after anticipatory eye 
movements to the more probable competitor proved to be incorrect, participants exposed to a sin-
gle speaker swiftly recovered and looked to the intended target. Participants exposed to multiple 
speakers required additional time to switch from the more probable tonal competitor to the less 
probable target.

4 Discussion

This study used lexical tone as the non-native speech cue of interest to examine L2 learners’ per-
ceptual trade-off between acoustic-based processing of F0 information and knowledge-based pro-
cessing of syllable+tone co-occurrences. We manipulated speaker variability to test whether 
multi-speaker input increases perceptual uncertainty, causing a greater reliance on statistical learn-
ing to achieve word recognition.

On each of the four days of testing, listeners trained and tested on the same familiar speaker in 
the low variability condition (V−) identified syllable+tone combinations slightly more accurately 
than those participants trained and tested on different speakers in the high variability condition 
(V+). This accuracy difference, however, was not statistically significant on any test day (Figure 4). 
Thus, on the surface the accuracy of offline word identification improved to a similar degree, 
regardless of speaker variability. A closer examination of response patterns by condition revealed 

Table 3. Model output from the weighted mixed effects models on competitor fixations.

Time β SE t

500–700 ms  
 (Intercept) –2.072 0.15 –13.28
 Syllable frequency –0.051 0.31 –0.16
 Tonal probability –0.467 0.24 –1.90
 Speaker variability –0.287 0.23 –1.24
 Frequency: probability 1.197 0.44 2.68
 Frequency: variability –0.673 0.47 –1.42
 Probability: variability –0.071 0.48 –0.14
700–900 ms  
 (Intercept) –2.209 0.14 –15.06
 Syllable frequency 0.058 0.32 0.17
 Tonal probability 0.202 0.27 0.72
 Speaker variability –0.456 0.20 –2.22
 Frequency: probability 0.392 0.41 0.93
 Frequency: variability –0.282 0.50 0.56
 Probability: variability 0.095 0.55 0.17
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that, despite this overall similarity, acoustic variability significantly influenced how low frequency 
syllable+tone combinations were processed. Participants exposed to multi-speaker input relied 
more on syllable-specific tonal probabilities to identify low frequency syllable words; V+ partici-
pants were most accurate at identifying low frequency, high probability F−P+ targets and least 
accurate at identifying the corresponding low frequency, low probability F−P− targets. Participants 
trained and tested on low variability, single speaker input V− showed no apparent sensitivity to 
tonal probabilities in their offline mouse click results. The mouse click results alone seem to sug-
gest that syllable-specific tonal probabilities were traced only when learners had to process words 
spoken by unfamiliar speakers.

The eye movements to the target and tonal competitor, however, revealed that learners used 
syllable-specific tonal probabilities at an early stage of word recognition, regardless of speaker 
variability. The time course of the probability-based anticipatory fixations were similar to those 
found in the native Mandarin speakers tested by Wiener and Ito (2015). The learners’ fixation data, 
like that of native speakers in Wiener and Ito, exhibited an immediate effect of tonal probability 
only for low frequency syllables. When the stimulus contained a low frequency syllable with a low 
probability tone (F−P−), participants in both variability conditions looked first to the more proba-
ble competitor and only considered the less probable target after sufficient tonal information 
became available over time. Importantly, the time course of recovery from these incorrect anticipa-
tory looks was influenced by the degree of variability in the signal: participants exposed to less 
variability recovered from incorrect probability-based predictions of tone more rapidly than par-
ticipants exposed to greater variability.

These results shed light on several issues of L2 spoken word recognition. First, the present 
study’s eye fixations to the target and competitor indicate that L2 learners track the distribution of 
segmental and suprasegmental co-occurrences and make predictions accordingly during spoken 
word recognition. These results add to previous research that established L2 listeners’ sensitivity to 
non-native phonetic frequencies (e.g., Escudero, et al., 2009, 2011; Escudero & Williams 2014; 
Hayes-Harb, 2007; Liu & Kager, 2014; Wanrooij et al., 2013). Importantly, these results demon-
strate that sensitivity to L2 phonetic distributions extends beyond cues varying along a single 
dimension to multiple co-occurring cues as a form of dimension-based statistical learning (e.g., 
Idemaru & Holt, 2011, 2014). Participants in the present study had limited L2 experience with a 
tonal language—roughly one year of classroom training—and yet they exhibited a degree of antici-
patory probability-based processing similar to what has been reported in native Mandarin speakers, 
albeit with a much smaller artificial language. This suggests that statistical learning in L2 acquisi-
tion may not differ in its fundamental mechanism from L1 statistical learning (Gómez & Gerken, 
2000; Misyak & Christiansen, 2012; Saffran, 2003).

Second, the present data demonstrate how speaker variability affects the acoustic-based and 
knowledge-based processing of spoken syllable+tone words. The previously reported finding that 
high variability input facilitates L2 word learning (e.g., Barcroft & Summers, 2005) was not sup-
ported by the offline 4AFC mouse-click accuracy results. No statistical difference was found 
between speaker variability conditions. We note that the present findings do not necessarily invali-
date the hypothesis that high variability input facilitates L2 word learning. This lack of a speaker 
variability effect on mouse clicks may have been due to the limited number of unfamiliar speakers 
tested, participants’ individual aptitude for tone perception (e.g., Perrachione et al., 2011; Sadakata 
& McQueen, 2014) or the fact that the participants were somewhat atypical learners given that 
their university classroom experience involved five different instructors each week. It is unclear to 
what degree this early exposure to different speakers impacted the offline results.

Yet, despite this similarity in learners’ offline mouse clicks, online eye movements revealed an 
important difference. An increase in variability resulted in greater uncertainty: as the speech signal 
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unfolded in time, familiarity with the speaker led to faster acoustic-based word recognition of the 
syllable’s onset. From 300 ms to 500 ms, participants exposed to a single speaker showed a steeper 
increase in the fixations to the target, hinting at a greater certainty about the incoming acoustic 
signal irrespective of syllable frequency or tonal probability. Those trained on multiple speakers 
showed slower detection of the target, corroborating previous findings on the effect of speaker 
variability on segmental identification (e.g., Magnuson & Nusbaum, 2007; Mullennix, Pisoni & 
Martin, 1989; Nusbaum & Morin, 1992). For listeners exposed to multi-speaker input, the observed 
reliance on statistical knowledge was more prominent for low frequency syllables. Those partici-
pants exposed to multiple voices drew on their knowledge of low frequency syllables co-occurring 
with probable tones as a way of overcoming poor acoustic-based processing. For these learners, 
overcoming speaker variability was largely accomplished through knowledge-based processing.

Importantly, these results revealed an inverse relationship between the degree of certainty in 
acoustic-based signal identification and the degree of incorrect anticipatory looks driven by statis-
tical knowledge. Participants trained and tested on the same speaker demonstrated earlier certainty 
of the intended syllable and a lower proportion of anticipatory looks to the more probable competi-
tor. Though many participants trained with a single speaker incorrectly predicted the more proba-
ble competitor while hearing a low frequency syllable, their ultimate mouse-click choices confirmed 
that they were able to recover from these limited incorrect predictions. In contrast, participants 
trained and tested on multiple-speakers demonstrated less certainty of the incoming syllable and 
relied on syllable-specific tonal probabilities to a much greater degree. This supports the claim that 
under conditions of uncertainty, participants look for and rely more on other cues (e.g., Nixon 
et al., 2016). For these L2 learners, increased variability in the acoustic signal resulted in a greater 
use of probability-based processing. Indeed, for many of the multi-speaker learners, this reliance 
on tonal probabilities proved too strong to overcome, resulting in a significant decrease in mouse-
click accuracy for low frequency syllables with low probability tones (F−P−).

Our results indicate that in addition to bolstering the acoustic–phonetic category learning of 
novel speech sounds by exposing learners to a full range of acoustic phonetic cues (e.g., Hirata, 
Whitehurst, & Cullings, 2007; Logan et al., 1991; Sadakata & McQueen, 2013; Wang et al., 1999), 
high variability stimuli can also facilitate the statistical learning of novel speech cues and their co-
occurrences through dimension-based statistical learning (e.g., Idemaru & Holt, 2011, 2014). This 
variability forces learners to generalize about the likelihood of the input-representation match 
(given enough appropriate experience with the language). Both this ability to generalize and the 
ability to successfully recover from incorrect probability-based predictions contribute to the 
dynamic perceptual trade-off between signal-based and knowledge-based processing. These find-
ings point to a general mechanism of speech processing where a broader range of acoustic input 
triggers more knowledge-based processing in both L1 and L2.

With respect to Mandarin tone processing, the present data converge with Wiener and Ito’s 
(2016) gating results from native speakers: a truncated low frequency syllable consisting of only 
the onset and 40 ms of the vowel prompted native Mandarin speakers to report the most probable 
tone for the perceived syllable, even if the reported tone was acoustically dissimilar to the stimuli. 
We argue that given tone’s highly volatile nature across contexts and speakers (e.g., Huang & Holt, 
2009; Xu, 1994, 1997), listeners exert input-based and knowledge-based processing flexibly in 
order to achieve correct word recognition. As the acoustic signal becomes more variable due to 
unfamiliar speakers or even truncated speech, listeners draw on their previous experience with the 
language to assess the likelihood of syllable+tone combinations. The present study demonstrates 
that the input-driven use of the statistical knowledge is not restricted to native speakers alone (e.g., 
Fox & Unkefer, 1985; Wiener & Turnbull, 2016) but the same mechanism can operate in non-
native learners. L2 learners, like native speakers, draw on this statistical knowledge when it is most 
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informative for lexical identification, that is, for low frequency syllables. For high frequency 
Mandarin syllables that may have many more syllable+tone homophones, listeners must tune to 
acoustic–phonetic cues along with context to achieve lexical identification (Fox & Qi, 1990; Liu 
& Samuel, 2007; Ye & Connine, 1999).

An interesting future line of inquiry concerns whether truly naïve listeners unaware of tone’s 
lexical role are able to track syllable+tone distributions and make predictions during word recogni-
tion. Evidence from Ong et al.’s (2015) ABX discrimination task suggests that distributional learn-
ing of tone only occurs if learners’ auditory attention is encouraged in the acquisition phase. The 
L2 learners tested in the present study had completed a year of classroom Mandarin and were 
therefore well aware of tone’s lexical role. This leaves open the possibility that probability-based 
processing of non-native speech cues emerges only once the listener is aware of the novel cue’s 
importance in word recognition, that is, through explicit instruction of the cue. In a follow-up study 
we are examining whether naïve listeners who have no previous exposure to a tonal language can 
use tonal probability information during word recognition and whether explicit instruction on 
tones is effective for dimension-based statistical learning.

Our results best fit with models of spoken-word recognition that characterize the lexical search 
and selection as the outcome of a competition between multiple representations and the incoming 
fine-grained acoustic information (e.g., MacWhinney, 2005; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 
1994; Norris & McQueen, 2008; Shook & Marian, 2013). In particular, the present findings are 
compatible with models that account for knowledge-based processing influencing the earliest 
moments of lexical access (e.g., Dahan, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 2001). For instance, in their eye-
tracking study, Dahan et al. (2001) showed participants four images, three of which shared the 
same initial phonemes (bench, bed, and bell). As participants heard the initial phonemes of the 
target word “bench,” they were more likely to fixate on the picture with the higher frequency 
name—“bed”—than the target or the picture with the lower frequency name—“bell.” These find-
ings were interpreted as evidence against a late-acting, decision-bias locus for frequency informa-
tion. Dahan et al. proposed modifications to TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) by adjusting 
resting–activation levels or connection strengths. The present results, like those reported in Wiener 
and Ito (2015), demonstrate that syllable frequency and syllable-conditioned tonal probability 
information affects the earliest moments of syllable+tone lexical access. Modifications to TRACE 
that account for tone (e.g., Malins & Joanisse, 2010; Shuai & Malins, 2017; Ye & Connine, 1999) 
in combination with Dahan et al.’s proposed resting–activation level adjustments would serve as 
an empirically well-motivated starting point for modeling lexical-tone processing.

We acknowledge that the external validity of these findings, like those of any artificial language 
study, is unknown. Similar to previous artificial language studies (e.g., Caldwell-Harris et al., 
2015; Creel et al., 2006a, 2006b; Magnuson et al., 2003; Sulpizio & McQueen, 2012), the present 
study used a limited number of test items to measure the effects of speaker variability, syllable 
frequency, and tonal probability. It remains an open question whether the present findings general-
ize to natural second-language acquisition of Mandarin and other tonal languages. Retrospective 
power analyses following Gelman and Carlin (2014) and “observed power” simulations using the 
SIMR package in R (Green & MacLeod, 2016) were run on all our mixed-effects models. For our 
more robust speaker variability finding, the effect estimate had a power of .8. For our two-way 
interactions between: (a) tonal probability and speaker variability; and (b) syllable frequency and 
tonal probability, the effects estimates both had powers of .6.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that L2 learners are able to track the statistics of 
co-occurrences of multiple cues. Learners relied on probability-based processing to a higher 
degree when faced with high variability in the speech signal due to an increase in perceptual 
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uncertainty. Although learners drew on tonal probabilities when listening to a familiar talker, the 
use of statistical knowledge was reduced due to the higher reliability of acoustic cues and greater 
perceptual certainty. Future studies should clarify how early this perceptual trade-off between 
knowledge-based and input-based processes emerges in naïve learners, as well as whether explicit 
attention to novel cues (such as lexical tones) facilitates the statistical learning. Finally, more 
studies are required to see the long-term effect of multi-speaker exposure in L2 acquisition.
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Notes

1. The syllable /ka/ primarily appears in standard Mandarin as a phonetic or onomatopoeic syllable. Based on 
Cai and Brysbaert (2010)—a 46.8 million character corpus—the syllable /ka/ appears in speech less than 
one-tenth of a percent. The syllable /mə/ appears only as a suffix in interrogatives, but never carries a tone.

2. Tone 3 undergoes phonologically conditioned tone sandhi in Beijing Mandarin and is produced as a tone 
2 variant in certain contexts (Peng, 2000; Shih, 1997). The tone 3–tone 2 contrast is typically hardest for 
children and L2 learners to acquire (Gottfried & Suiter, 1997; Li & Thompson, 1977; Shen & Lin, 1991). 
This perceptual confusion has also been shown to affect lexical access and processing in L1 speakers 
(Nixon, Chen, & Schiller, 2014; Wu, Chen, van Heuven, & Schiller, 2014).

3. Locally weighted scatter-plot smoothing (loess) was used for all fixation plots (Cleveland, 1979)
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